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ABSTRACT
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,
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,

•

,
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Directed by:

,

Universi ty of Massachuse tts

Professor William Lauroesch

The aim of this small-scale study was to examine the

phenomenon of

"

stuckness”

(Kanter, 1979)

in ways

that would

inform and direct efforts to maintain and reinforce community college faculty effectiveness.

Focus was on full-time

faculty who had been teaching ten or more years

community college.

The sample

in

the same

(N=27) was drawn from five

member institutions of the Massachusetts Regional Community
College System.
Using
a

a

survey instrument, an interview schedule, and

validated measure of job satisfaction (Wood, 1973), the

investigator tested two basic hypotheses:

(1)

that the

psycho-social conditions of stuckness and its extreme opposite, generat ivi ty

/

are present among senior community

college faculty; and (2) that stuck and generative faculty,

respectively, have in common distinct clusters of characteristics.

The data revealed six variables of particular

V

significance in characterizing the psycho-social state of an
ins tructor—— overall job satisfaction, attitude toward
stu-

dents,

time spent on campus each week,

satisfaction derived

from teaching, current feeling about having entered teaching,

and naving

(or not having)

a

student— or iented five— vear

plan.
An unanticipated outcome was the identification of

a

third distinct category, "insulated," related to the devel-

opmental stage of "levelling off"

(Hall and Nougaim, 1968).

Insulated faculty report overall job satisfaction but do not

manifest other characteristics associated with the generative cluster.

Conclusions instructive

to

institutional efforts to

maintain, renew, and reinforce faculty effectiveness were:
1.

Genera tivity would appear to be, at least
imper'7ious to

2.

Similarly,

to

a

degree,

the absence of hygiene factors.

stuckness is an internalized condition of

minor frequency that appears unrelated

to

external fac-

tors.
3

.

Because insulated faculty comprise the largest group and
appear to be influenced more than other groups by ny—

giene factors,

they represent the most promising target

group for institutional intervention.

vi

.

4.

Formal programs of staff development have little impact
on senior faculty, continuing involvement in professional

development being an effect of generat ivity

,

not a

cause
The researcher recommends replication of the study using

a

sample large enough to permit testing for statistical

significance, as well as
ulty.

He

a

similar study of less senior fac-

suggests that linguistic analysis may also be used

for identifying psycho-social states of faculty.

vii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The Problem

There is evidence to suggest that after
•years of teaching,

cation experience

perhaps even

a

a

number of

full-time faculty members in higher edua

levelling off of their commitment and

decline in their effectiveness (Baldwin,

1979; Hodgkinson, 1974; Raines, Notes 1, 2).

This low-

profile stage (Raines) seems to correspond to the phenomenon
of

''

stuckness” identified by Kanter (1979), and to that

stage in adult psycho-social development labelled "genera-

tivity versus stagnation" by Erikson (1950) and recognized
under various names by such writers on adult life stages as

Levinson (1978), Gould (1978), and the Davitzes (1976).

In-

terestingly, investigations of career stages by Hall (1975),

Super (1957), Super and Hall (1978), and Hall and Nougaim
(1968),
tion,

though not specifically examining careers in educa-

also indicate that

equivalent to

a

a

— possibly
stuckness — is

maintenance phase

period of stagnation or

regular and predictable occurrence.

a

Direct attempts to link

psycho-social theory and research in business careers

to

the

career stages of higher education personnel are to be found
in articles by Hodgkinson (1974) and Baldwin (1979).

1

In

very general terms, Hodgkinson applied the life-stages
identified by Levinson to faculty and administrators in
higher

education.

He suggested

that faculty are likely to experi-

ence a stage which he dubbed "Hanging on:

Toughing it Out,"

and he said of that stage;

A pi^oblem occurs for the individual who

...

realizes

that he probably is past his period of maximum effec-

tiveness but has no other options.

Thus the person

hangs on, often to the detriment of students and colleagues.

(p.

272)

Similarly, Baldwin (1979) writes of senior faculty members
who experience limited opportunities for professional growth

which "may lead to disillusionment or depression"

(p.

Kanter (1979) applies the framework she developed

in her

19).

re-

search on business corporations to the academic sphere and

suggests that, "A few jobs offer
ity,

a

great deal of opportun-

the sense of a long chain of growth prospects. But most

jobs in academic workplaces tend to have very short ladders"
(p.

3).

The primary result of this lack of opportunity for

advancement or growth, she argues,

is

that

a

large number of

academics end up getting stuck.
The existence, even on

a

small scale, of such

a

stage

or condition among higher education faculty members would be

serious in the best of times.

These are, however,

far from

being the best of times for higher education in this

3

country.

The number of students is shrinking and will con-

tinue to shrink for most of the 1980s.

As a direct result,

there are fewer jobs available in academe,

fewer entry-level

positions, reduced opportunities for movement between institutions, and also less chance for upward mobility since

senior faculty unable to move on are deciding to hang on.
Thus, a general stage of immobilization seems to be over-

spreading academe, bringing with it an array of negative

characteristics conducive to the well-being neither of individual faculty members, nor of their colleagues, nor of the

students with whom they work, nor of the institutions by
which they are employed.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study has been to evaluate the cur-

rent state of affairs in the Massachusetts Community College
System.

Specifically, the investigation sought to discover

whether it is possible to identify the conditions of stuckness and generativity in long-term,

full-time faculty mem-

bers who have completed ten or more years at one college in
the Massachusetts Community College System.

Working with

senior faculty, the study investigated:
-

whether senior faculty experience
s

tuckness

a

stage of

)

4

-

whether that stage is inevitable, probable, or
only possible

-

whether there is

a

common group of variables

which may suggest the likelihood of an individual's becoming stuck
-

whether there is

a

common group of variables

which may suggest the likelihood of an individual's becoming and remaining generative.

Definition of Terms
For this study,

it is important to recognize the dif-

ference between stuckness and "burn-out,"
S

tuckness
-

:

A person is considered stuck if he or she:

realizes that he is probably past his period of

maximum effectiveness but has no other options
(Hodgkinson
-

has no perceived career opportunities (Kanter)

-

is around,

but not psychologically, and lacks

a

challenge (Raines)
-

is locked

into higher education by age, educa-

tional level, and need for economic security
[and]

has experienced

a

decline in his enthusi-

asm for teaching and research, but has failed to

branch out" (Baldwin)

.

3

gives evidence of disengagement and conservative

-

resistance (Kanter)

Burn-out

:

Burn-out has been attracting much attention

recently in the literature of education and the social services.

It

is not

infrequently assumed that stuckness

no

is

more than a synonym for burn-out, or merely one aspect of
that condition.

The difference between the two stages is,

however, substantial and significant.
tion brought on by stress:

Burn-out

is

a

condi-

the response of a person who can

no longer tolerate the level of stress present in his or her

work environment.

Daley (1979) defines burn-out as, "a

wearing out, exhaustion, or failure resulting from excessive

demands made on energy, strength, or resources.
action to job-related stress"

(p.

375).

...

a

Burn-out frequently

manifests itself in reduced ability to function or even
complete inability to function at work, and
by fear, nervous disorders, and fatigue.

(Loviglio, 1979)

re-

is

in a

characterized

A case-study

illustrates these points, "After fifteen

years of teaching, Ellen

E.

suffered from stomach cramps,

migraines, and bouts of shaking.

Tests disclosed no physi-

teachcal cause, and her doctor advised her to get out of
ing"

(p.

15

)

To sum up,

the person experiencing burn-out is not

capable of functioning properly.

The stuck person, on the

other hand, is capable of functioning but

is

not motivated

6

to do so because he or she lacks a challenge,

feels trapped

and dead-ended, and sees no opportunities for career growth.

While stress is the dominant charcter istic of burn-out,
perhaps best characterizes stuckness.

Full-time faculty member

:

For the purposes of this

study, a full-time faculty member has been defined as

a

per-

son who was a member of the collective bargaining unit on

his/her campus and who was carrying

a

full

teaching load as

defined by the provisions of the collective bargaining

agreement between the Massachusetts Community College

Council/Massachusetts Teachers' Association and the Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges.

To be eligi-

ble for inclusion as a subject in the study, a person had to

have occupied

a

comparable position and to have carried out

similar responsibilities for at least one-half of his or her
total number of years of service at the college where he/she

was teaching when the study was being conducted.

Delimitations
Because this has been

a

pilot study, designed to make

a

modest contribution to existing theory about career patterns
in higher education,

its scale has been modest.

has been limited to a random sample of senior,

The study

full-time

faculty members, drawn from a variety of colleges in the

Massachusetts Community College System.

The limitation in

7

the size of the sample was influenced, and in part dictated,

by two factors.

First,

since the Massachusetts Community

College System is barely twenty years old and many of the

colleges in the system are

a

good deal younger (the most re-

cent addition to the system. Bunker Hill Community College,
opened in 1973), there was

a

limited number of faculty mem-

bers in the system with sufficient years of full-time teaching at one institution to make them eligible for inclusion

in the sample.

Second, since conducting interviews is lo-

gistically complicated and time-consuming, it was necessary
to keep the size of the sample within manageable bounds for

the study to be completed in a timely manner.

The study has been limited to community colleges in the

Massachusetts system in order

to control

for variables in

salary scale, promotion and leave policies, tenure policy,
role of collective bargaining, questions of degree of auton-

omy for each college, and similar matters which fall within

Herzberg*s classification of hygiene and motivation factors
and which could have a significant bearing both on the level
of job satisfaction of faculty members and on their percep-

tion of career opportunities.

Because the sample has been

policies
drawn from one system with established system-wide
and
on all these matters, the data gathered from interviews
have been profrom the job satisfaction rating instrument

policies and
tected from invalidities caused by different

8

P^sctic6s which would inevitably have existed

if

the sample

had included both public and private community colleges or
if it had

included community colleges from

a

variety of

states or systems.

Basic Assumptions
Four basic assumptions have been made in this study.
First,
a

that stuckness is

single setting.

a

function of length of service in

It has been assumed

that a faculty mem-

ber is most likely to become stuck after teaching full time
in one institution for

ten years or more.

This figure is

consistent with the hypotheses of Raines (1978), Hodgkinson
(1974), and Baldwin (1979), and is confirmed by subjective

observation and informal sampling.
campus,

After ten years on one

faculty members will have received most, perhaps

all, of the promotions they are likely to receive, will have

taught most of the courses they will ever be called on to
teach, will have become very familiar with the kinds of

students who attend the college, will have had the opportunity to serve on college committees and to assume some admin-

istrative responsibilities, and will have been eligible for

sabbatical and other leaves.

In short,

after about ten

years faculty members will know the ropes at the institution

very well.

The chances of the remaining years holding any

unanticipated career surprises

,

rewards, or challenges will

9

be very small.

T.hus,

this group of faculty has been assumed

to be most likely to experience stuckness.

Second, it has been assumed that because the Massachusetts Community College System has system-wide policies

governing all key personnel matters (appointment, reappointment, promotion, tenure, workload, etc.), selecting

a

sample

from faculty working within that system would adequately

control variables which different policies might introduce.
Third, it has been assumed that by selecting for the

study faculty from one-third of the campuses in the Massa-

chusetts Community College System, environmental effects
caused by such factors as the geographical location (urban
or rural), size, adequacy of the physical plant, academic

emphasis, and relations between

a

given administration and

the local chapter of the faculty union have been eradicated.

Conversely, by drawing

a

sample which acknowledges the range

of individual characteristics to be found among colleges in
the system,

it has been assumed

that the sample is free of

inadvertent bias.
Fourth, it has been assumed that although some senior

faculty may experience concurrently the pressures of coping
with

a

mid-life transition and the pressures of having

reached the top of

a

short career ladder, the variables

can be isowhich relate primarily to the latter condition

lated and identified.

.

10

Need for and Significance of the Study

This study is intended to help clarify the still very

woolly concepts of generativity and stuckness and to provide
information about the prevalence of those conditions among
senior faculty in one state-supported community college system.

The study has revealed characteristics common to fac-

ulty who can be categorized as generative and stuck and has

identified a third cond i tion--insulation
In

what is clearly going to be

a

decade marked by dra-

matically reduced employment opportunities

in higher educa-

tion and by budgets eroded by inflation and cut by federal
and state legislators, faculty in higher education are going
to see their disposable

income diminish, their chances for

advancement dwindle, and the possibility of moving on fall
to almost nil.

Improved awareness and understanding of what

these professionals are likely to experience may help in the

search for ways to help them remain engaged, creative, and
content.

Perhaps, too, this study can make

to what Hall

(1971)

a

contribution

calls, "the underresearched area of

career identity changes occurring after the person has entered an occupation"

(p.

51).

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Th6 phenoinenon of what is variously called stuckness,

maintenance, hanging-on, or the low-profile phase among
higher education faculty has received only limited attention
in the literature of higher education.

So far, no full-

length book has been devoted to stuckness, but that topic,
under its several appellations, is beginning to attract at-

tention and to be the subject of national conferences, doctoral dissertations, and journal articles.
of the topic can also be inferred

The importance

from its significance in

the fields of business and psychology and from the amount of

attention being given in higher education literature

to

such

closely-related topics as staff-development, faculty characteristics, faculty morale, and job satisfaction.

An article by Hodgkinson was the first, tentative ap-

plication to higher education careers of the idea of lifestages or life-cycles.

This concept has its origins in the

early work of Erik Erikson, in particular in his Childhood
and Society published in 1950, and was elaborated on in

a

positive spate of books published during the latter part of
the 1970s.

Speaking of Erikson's work, Hodginson (1974)

wrote:

11

12

Erikson's three stages of intimacy, generativ ity

,

and

integrity are so vague in terms of their research ap-

plications as to be of relatively little use in developing and testing explicit characteristics of adult

human change patterns,

(p.

263)

Accordingly, Hodgkinson made use of the life-stages identified by Levinson (1978) as a framework for

a

pioneer attempt

to see what the theories of psycho-social development might

tell us about higher education personnel.

Erikson's concept of

a

Nevertheless,

life stage during which a person

strives to achieve generativity and avoid stuckness

is

fun-

damental to all studies of adult development and is central
to this investigation of higher education faculty.

son (1974)

Hodgkin-

recognized the importance of that concept and of
fascinating dichotomy to

that life stage.

He writes of the

be observed among

faculty who have spent twenty or more

years in higher education.

On the one hand

is

the vital,

generative person, "Some people seem to decline little
.

.

.

and a few actually reach the heights of their powers

at this time”

(p.

273).

On the other hand,

age-and-expe r ience cohort, there

is

to be

in

the same

found

very

a

different kind of person:
A problem occurs for the individual who

.

.

.

realizes

that he probably is past his period of maximum effec-

tiveness but has no other options.

Thus the person

"

13

hangs on, often to the detriment of students
and colleagues.

272)

(p.

And Hodgkinson calls this stage, "Hanging on:

Out

Toughing It

.

But even before

a

faculty member reaches the hanging-on

stage, which Hodgkinson places at between 50 and
60 years of
age, warning signals can be identified:
[the faculty member]

must calculate from the perspec-

tive of a full professor, age 40, with tenure, the re-

ward structure for the next 25 years.

faculty members, this is

a

.

.

.

For most

fairly grim prospect as most

institutions do not have much of

a

reward structure,

except economic, for the intervening years,

(p.

270)

Needless to say, Hodgkinson’s solitary exception no longer
applies to the reward structure of many, perhaps most, in-

stitutions of higher education.
The peculiar difficulties caused by the absence of ade-

quate reward structures in higher education were the theme
of Rosabeth Moss Kanter in her keynote address to the 1979

convention of the American Association for Higher Education.
In that address.

Academe

,

Changing the Shape of Work;

Reform in

Kanter focused on the fact that "most jobs in aca-

demic workplaces tend to have very short [career]
As a direct result,

themselves 'stuck'

ladders."

"Many people are beginning to find
in the academic workplace; unfortunately.

.

14

this
nGss

COIT10S
'

(p.

"

just as wg anticipatG an Gra of gvgh morG 'stuck—
3

)

LikG Hodgkinson, KantGr disting uishGS two groups among

acadGmics.

Not all of thorn bocomo stuck; some manage to

find ways to remain "moving."

She analyzed the characteris-

tics of those who form these two groups, drawing for this as
she had for her basic hypothesis on her research on the

business corporation.

advancement.

The moving person has opportunity for

As a result,

this person has high aspirations,

high self-esteem, is very work-engaged, highly visible, con-

structive in criticism, and "concerned about the big picture
.

.

6).

.

what the decision-makers are doing and thinking"

(p.

The stuck person is a person who lacks opportunity.

Indeed,

Kanter defines stuckness as "lack of opportunity."

As a result of this lack, or perceived lack,

the stuck per-

son lowers his or her aspirations, exhibits a lack of en-

thusiasm, tends to have lower self-esteem and, as Kanter
(1979) puts it,

"to see and use fewer skills,

to become cau-

tious and conservative, unwilling to take risks, favoring

instead the safe strategy"

(p.

5).

The stuck frequently

disengage from their work and, "become psychic drop-outs who
dream of escape, even if they cannot presently leave their
safe position.

They symbolically 'retire on the job' rather

than waiting to retire later"

(p.

5).

These people may also

become "petty gripers from the sidelines, the

15

subtle saboteurs who knock everybody else's constructive
ideas but don't have any ideas themselves"

(p.

6).

While Baldwin (1979) goes into little detail about the

characteristics of those whom Kanter calls the moving and
the stuck, he clearly identifies the environmental condi-

tions which seem to breed these psycho-social states.

Work-

ing with faculty at selected liberal arts colleges, Baldwin

used the concepts developed from Erikson by Levinson, com-

bining with those concepts the work on careers done by
Super, and Hall and Nougaim.

He

identifies five career

stages for liberal arts faculty members, defining those
stages in terms of academic rank achieved rather than in
terms of age or length of service.

Of

Full Professors more

than five years from retirement he says;
In a sense,

they are faced with a choice between stag-

nation and diversification.

During this period con-

tinuing full professors sometimes question the value of
their vocation.

After many years their enthusiasm for

teaching and research has declined somewhat.

.

vanced faculty members who fail to "branch out
fall victim to career inertia.

.

.

Ad-

can

Limited opportunities

or
for professional growth may lead to disillusionment

depression,

(p.

19)

kind of concern.
Nor are Associate Professors spared this
nagged by the fear
Baldwin found that "occasionally they are

16

that they have reached

dead end,

a

that their career has

plateaued and that they have nowhere to go professionally”
(p.

19).

As part of his work on

1 i

fe— centered education at

Michigan State University, Max Raines has done some study of
what he prefers to call "phases” or "perspectives” in the

development of higher education faculty members.

The fourth

of these he calls the "low profile perspective” and he

places it as likely to occur after

a

10-12 years of full-time teaching.

person has completed
For Raines (Note 2),

this perspective develops as the result of a lack of chal-

lenge which produces

a

sense of disillusionment and "a psy-

chological exiting of the institution.”
tinguishing characteristics of

He sees as the dis-

person in this phase:

a

Reduced commitment to what's happening in the college
as reflected in absences, lateness, early departures

from committee meetings;
[required]

.

.

.

rigid adherence to

hours on campus; little or no change in con-

tent of courses or instructional strategies for a pro-

longed period

.

.

.

conservation directed toward things

outside the college; probable bitterness about the
state of affairs with the college.

Given the agreement among these four researchers of
danger that higher education faculty will experience
iod of stuckness,

a

a

per-

the similarity of the characteristics they

17

ascribe to such
to

a

period, and, above all, the clear threat

the psychological well-being and morale not only of indi-

vidual faculty members but of whole institutions of higher

education which stuckness could pose, it is remarkable that
the phenomenon has received so little attention in the lit-

erature of higher education.

Two computer searches of ERIC,

one in the spring and the other in the fall of 1979, pro-

duced only the Hodgkinson article, and there was no descriptor corresponding to such terms as stuck,
tion, low-profile, or career plateau.

part,

to

stuckness, stagna-

This may be due, in

the immense amount of attention being paid to the

phenomenon of burn-out, which many people consider

to be

synonymous with stuckness or stagnation though they are in
fact quite different.

For some years, however, research has

been going on both in psychology and in business on the pre-

dictable stages through which an individual can be expected
to move during a lifetime or a career.

Much of this work

bears directly on the condition of stuckness and permits the
kind of extrapolation to higher education faculty modelled
bv Kanter, Hodginson, Baldwin, and Raines.

An examination

of some of the major contributions in those two fields will

make clear the indebtedness of these authors to that research and will also enlarge our understanding of career de-

velopment and of psycho-social development.

A brief glance

at studies of aging will lead into a review of work in
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psycho-social development (life-stages) and then of the literature of career stages, which may be seen as
life stages.

a

sub-set of

Finally, there will be an examination of

higher education research which, while not dealing directly
with generativity and stuckness, reveals concerns or yields

concepts helpful to the understanding of those phenomena.

Considerable progress has been made in the study of the
biological process of aging through the work of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging, a federal project begun
twenty years ago which gathers both behavioral and biological data.

The principal finding of this research is that

individuals vary greatly, and that the differences among
individuals increase with age.
Some persons simply do not decline in the simple

straight-line fashion standard graphs show.
tests of problem-solving ability,

...

On

some members of the

study group seem to be at least holding their own

against aging.

These tend to be people for whom

problem-solving has been

a way of life

for years.

.

.

New behavioral evidence reinforces the truism that

functions that are continually exercised are less
likely to grow rusty even with age.

(

New York Times

,

June 19, 1979, pp. C1-C2)
In addition.

Moment (in Behnke, 1978) claims that keeping

active interests and

a

purpose promotes

a long

life, and

.
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Finch (in Behnke

,

1978) observes that "characteristics of

aging common to many different animals

.

.

include

.

...

a

general and decreasing ability to react effectively to
stresses of the environment"

5-6).

(pp.

But if the study of the biological process can shed

only limited light on what an individual or group can expect
to experience, work done in psychology and psycho-analysis

provides
In

a

great deal more information.

the last fifteen to twenty years,

interest in the

psycho— social development of human beings has mushroomed,

particularly in the United States.

Erik Erikson's early

work, especially his Childhood and Society

,

published in

1950, was the first systematic attempt to chart the stages
of normal, predictable psycho-social development in human

beings.

Erikson identified eight stages:

Initiative,

Industry,

Ego Integrity.
in a struggle

to avoid

Identity,

Trust, Autonomy,

Intimacy, Generativi ty

,

and

Each of these stages involves the individual
to achieve a certain level of development and

its contradictory or antithesis.

Erikson wrote of

the stage of generativity versus stagnation that it was "a

nuclear conflict” and went on

to

say:

Generativity is primarily the interest in establishing
and guiding the next generation or whatever in a given

case may become the absorbing object of
of responsibility.

a

parental kind

Where this enrichment fails, a

s
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regression from generativity to an obsessive need
for
pseudo intimacy
takes place often with a pervad.

ing

.

.

sense (and objective evidence) of individual stag-

nation and interpersonal impoverishment,

231)

(p.

Nearly 30 years later, in an essay, Erikson (1978) returned
to his exploration and explication of generativity:

Generativity
sexual

.

.

.

.

.

.

is an essential

stage on the psycho-

psycho-social schedule.

[and]

enrichment fails altogether, regression

.

Where such
.

.

takes

place, often with a pervading sense of stagnation and

personal impoverishment,

267)

(p.

Elaborating on this point in her commentary on Erikson'
theories, Neel

(1977) writes:

As the person advanced into maturity, his life became

focused around adult responsibilities.

might respond to these with

a

The person

productive orientation

vitally concerned with his children, his family, and
his job.

Lacking the capacity for this generativity

as Erikson called it,

nothing,

(pp.

,

the person stagnated and produced

257-258)

That this developmental stage represents

a

key turning

point in the psycho-social development of adults is clear
not only from Erikson'

s

work but also from the work of

others who have studied life-stages and career developments.

Equally important is the growing recognition that human
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beings do not cease to grow or to grow up at
the age of

eighteen or twenty-one but continue that process
throughout
their lives.
Baldwin (1979), commenting on several popular
works about life stages, makes the following observation:

Although each of these works has its own message, they
all agree on one main theme— —adults, like children and

adolescents, continue to develop and change in significant ways.

...

Each stage of life provides different

experiences and presents different tasks for the adult
to complete,

(p.

13)

The task of learning to respond to adult responsibilities
with a productive orientation, the task of the generativity
stage, looms large in works on adult development.

It is of-

ten seen as being a make-or-break period and has been re-

ferred to as the "mid-life crisis."

While many authors

prefer to avoid that slightly hysterical term, it does convey the sense of upheaval and turmoil through which all

adults pass and in the course of which major changes in
their lives and careers often take place.

The Davitzes

(1976), examining the kinds of changes adults experience

during their forties, make this statement:

Problems develop

.

.

.

and the rise to the top no

longer seems so rosy, or inevitable, or even possible.
.

.

.

It is no longer just a case lost,

jected.

...

a

paper re-

It becomes part of a larger pattern,

the
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beginnings of self-doubt, the loss of confidence,

(p.

30)

Those problems,

those beginnings of self-doubt, are the more

difficult to deal with because, as Levinson (1978) says:
Society is now doing better at keeping people healthy
after 40.

The more difficult problem is to foster psy-

chological well-being and provide the conditions for
satisfying, productive life
As

I

i.n

middle-adulthood.

.

a

.

.

make the shift from early to middle adulthood, the

tribe offers little instruction, support, or cultural

wisdom,

(pp.

329-330)

Some kind of "instruction,

support, or cultural wisdom" is

clearly called for since the changes adults experience as
they move through the stage of generativity affect every as-

pect of their lives:

emotional, physical, personal, and

Vvriters on adult development stress the point

professional.

that a person's career is not immune to the impact of those

changes.

Gould (1978) claims that the meaning of work is

transformed for men during the mid-life decade (from 35 to
45)

and that often,

"For a year or two, work may seem to be

utterly boring and devoid of meaning"

243).

(p.

The

Davitzes (1976) go further, "[The mid-forties man] becomes

disenchanted
of ways,

ance "

(p.

[with his work]

.

He reacts

.

.

.

in a variety

the most common of which are aggression and avoid82).

Levinson (1978) elaborates that point:
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Often, a man

.

.

.

comes to recognize in the Mid-Life

Transition that his cumulated achievementss and skills
do not provide a basis for further advancement
this is a crucial turning point.

.

He may decide

.

to

.

con-

tinue in his present job, doing work that is increas-

ingly routine and humiliating.

other job

....

He may change

to an-

Or he may reduce his interest in

work, performing well enough to keep employed but in-

vesting himself more in other aspects of life.

(p.

220)

This drop-off in productivity and career commitment has
not gone unnoticed in the literature of career choice and

career phases.

Writing of what he calls the Maintenance

Stage, which corresponds to Erikson's generativity stage.

Super (1957) observed;
From the point of view of adjustment and happiness, the

maintenance stage is one of fruition or frustration.
The fruits of labor can be enjoyed

...

or the bitter

fact of insufficient productivity must be accepted even

while facing the prospect of continuing marginal production.

(p.

148)

And he says of the work adjustment itself that:
The work adjustment may be of
.

.

thy,

a

positive healthy type

or it may be of a less healthy type involving apa-

rationalization, self-recrimination, blaming of

.
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other people or of circuiustances for one's failure,
(p.

132)

Hall and Nougaiin (1968) identified three phases in the

careers of the business professionals they studied.
third of these they labelled "Beyond Advancement
Off

and they say of that phase

/

.

.

.

Levelling

"The period does repre™

sent the onset of a terminal plateau.

achieved his

-

The

.

.

.

The man has

level of success and he must now find

some other means of gratification"

(p.

28).

Given the short

career ladders in higher education and the speed with which
faculty reach the top (or the highest rung they are likely
to reach),

their careers may plateau at approximately the

same time as they become embroiled in the trials of the gen-

erativity stage.

Small wonder if some are reduced to what

Hodgkinson refers to as Hanging On;

Toughing It Out.

Turning from the literature of careers

in

business or-

ganizations and adult developmental stages, one finds that
the literature in higher education has only recently begun
to reflect a direct awareness of the

implications for fac-

ulty of these two developmental cycles (both of them cur-

rently exacerbated by the rapid drying-up of jobs, promotional opportunities, and mobility in academe).

Research on

faculty morale, faculty characteristics, ^ob satisfaction,
and especially, staff development, however, shows a general

awareness that things which merit attention are happening in
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higher education.

Perhaps in an attempt to provide some

support to personnel trying to adjust to the changes they
are experiencing as they enter the levelling-off stage, a

great deal of time, effort, and money has been committed to
staff development.
The literature on staff development is extensive.

A

computer search of ERIC in the spring of 1979 yielded over
18,000 items in this category.

More than half of those

items (10,013) dealt with two-year institutions.

Concern

about staff development and recognition of the need to provide community college personnel with opportunities for

growth are longstanding.

Almost fifteen years ago, Thornton

(1966) wrote of the need to provide community college fac-

ulty with ’’opportunity throughout life to learn new things”
(p.

144).

That refrain has been kept up during the inter-

vening years.

In

the American Association

its 1973 report,

of Community and Junior Colleges urged "that community and

junior colleges accept staff development as

priority and give it the same
grams and curriculums”

.

.

.

(in Hammons,

a

first-rank

commitment as other pro1975, p. xi).

There are many different perceived needs among community college faculty to which development programs are sup-

posed to be able to respond.
is

For O'Banion (1973a), the need

of
closely tied to symptoms very like those indicative

need
person in danger of becoming stuck, "Master teachers

a
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renewal and reward or they will tend to grow
dull and

cynical; what
(p.

in a

19).

.

.

.

There is a fascinating echo of O'Banion’s concern

comment by

Davitzes

worse, they may become clock punchers

is

(

1976

)

a
,

"junior college professor" quoted by the
"You knock yourself out on a course and the

...

kids tell you you're a failure

so what happens?

begin to close down and shut out the world

(p.

You

98).

Other contributing elements in the need for staff de-

velopment are the growing number of "nontrad itional" students enrolling in community colleges, drastically reduced

faculty mobility, and the need to nurture that contagious

enthusiasm which is the hallmark of master teachers and the
antithesis of the faculty member who has become stuck.

So-

ciologist Howard London (1978) identifies another source of
the need for staff development.

In

the community college,

and only in that institution of higher education, the two

principal functions of higher education--the autonomous and
the popular

— are

integrated.

In

that integration,

London

sees a threat to the self- and role-definitions of faculty

members because they are not prepared for it (pp. 50, 52).
He then reports that twenty-two out of the twenty-eight fac-

ulty members whom he interviewed at length in the course of

preparing his book shared, "a critical career experience:
Their expectations of teaching in

university had to be changed"

a

four-year college or

(London, p.

30).
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With each year, the likelihood of increasing numbers of
people having the same critical career experience grows
greater.

Kathleen Wiegner in Plumbers with Ph.D.'s (1979)

reports that of 40,000 Ph.D.s per annum forecast for the
1980s only one-third may get jobs related to their specialty,

and only one-tenth will get jobs in academe.

The

phenomenon of would-be four-year college faculty vying for
positions

o.n

community college campuses is obviously going

to become very common.

fects:

It seems reasonable

to

posit two ef-

there will be more disappointed people among commun-

ity college

faculty,

the Ph.Ds who didn't make it at a four-

year institution, and there will be increasing numbers of

community college faculty who are simply toughing it out because they have no alternative.

What both these groups will

have in common is that they will be prime candidates for

developing the negative characteristics of stuckness.
But if the need for staff development is clear, it is

defined in so many ways and has given rise

to

so many kinds

of programs that one fears that talismanic powers have been

attributed to the very words "staff development" and that
staff development program

assumed to be

a

— any

staff development program

surefire cure for whatever ails

member or an institution.

a

— is

faculty

That this is far from being the

case is clear both indirectly

— few

would claim that staff

development programs have regularly produced results

a
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commensurate with the resources they have consumed
rectly.

— and

di-

Faculty are often hostile to such programs and

perceive them as attempts by "administration” to improve efficiency or increase accountability.

Worse yet, the mere

axistence of

a

plan for staff development is sometimes in-

terpreted as

a

sign that administrators have decided that

faculty lack needed skills, that they have been weighed and
found in some way deficient.

Indeed, a lack of fit between

development programs and felt needs is one of the most serious defects in most attempts at staff development.
One of the reasons for this lack of a fit is that faculty values, needs, and perceptions have seldom been central
to the planning of development programs.

In part,

as

Hammons (1978) points out, this is because the literature
shows only very limited methodologies available for conducting needs assessment.

The methodology favored by Hammons is

the use of questionnaires.

deal

to be desired

That methodology leaves

a

great

since the rate of return on such instru-

ments is frequently low and the instruments themselves are
often excessively long and likely by their sheer bulk to

alienate those who are supposed

to

complete them.

Another reason, suggested by this study’s findings, is
that formal programs of staff development appear to have no

bearing on the development of senior faculty.
cases,

In many

these faculty were not even aware of programs of
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staff development available on their own campus and in no
case did

faculty member link

a

a

formal staff development

program to an important learning or growth experience.

Much

more importance was attached to learning experiences faculty

planned for themselves

— particularly

received institutional support.

those for which they

The opportunity to pursue

one's own intellectual interests may be part of the explanation for the fact that, as Hodgkinson noted,

that period

which brings stuckness to some is for others the period of

greatest vitality.

Hall

(1976) says that the mid-career

period (from 45 years on):
.

.

.

appears to be

may be extremely

a

time when individual differences

noticeable.

Why do some people con-

tinue to grow in mid-career, while others enter the

maintenance plateau, and still others begin
(p.

to

decline?

55)

The data gathered for this pilot study may help provide some

clues which will point the way towards answers
cial questions as these.

to

such cru-

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY
Design of the Study
Since the researcher had uncovered no previous research
on this topic, and since the existing literature spoke of

stuckness in subjective terms ("low profile," "toughing it
out,"

"psychic dropouts") and not in terms of observable,

identifiable behavior or characteristics, it was not possible to construct a standard experimental or quasi-

experimental research design for this study.

A priori,

there was no way to predict what the variables or correla-

tions might be for which the researcher should be looking.
Thus, this investigation has been a pilot study; an attempt
to break new ground-

whether it is possible

Its over-arching task has been to see
to

find a way to distinguish stuck

from generative faculty members.

Its goals have been to

bring more clarity and a higher level of definition to the

concepts of stuckness and generativity among community college faculty members;

to

find out the degree of probability

of senior community college faculty experiencing generativity or stuckness;

to try to identify a variable or a group

of variables related to the likelihood of a faculty member
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s
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bEcoining

stuck or gcnorative, and to provid©

a

framework for

further studies.
The accomplishment of these goals has been through a

tripartite process:

the administration of a survey, an in-

terview, and the administration of an instrument for measuring job satisfaction.

The heart of this process was an interview with each

person in the sample.

formation of

a

The survey was employed to elicit in-

fairly routine nature from the subjects

(years of teaching and number of promotions,

for example)

and by so doing to give them an idea of the kinds of matters
to be covered

provided

a

in the

The completed survey also

interview.

good ice-breaker for the opening stage of the in-

terview as the researcher was able to use the subject's
responses to items on the survey as
versation.

In

the interview,

a

way of initiating con-

the researcher sought clues as

to whether the subject was generative or stuck, whether he

or she saw himself/herself as stuck, whether the subject

perceived colleagues as stuck or generative, and, in all
cases, whether there were identifiable characteristics asso-

ciated with generativity and stuckness.
The reason for seeking this information in

interviews rather than through

a

a

series of

questionnaire or other

(1972)
paper and pencil methodology was that, as Tuckman
is
says, "Personally sensitive and revealing information
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difficult to obtain from

a

questionnaire and it is also dif-

ficult to get answers to indirect, nonspecific
questions
that represent probes"

(p.

187).

This whole research project has been, in effect,

a

probe, and the interview was therefore the most appropriate

methodology.

Moreover, the researcher's eleven years of

service in the Massachusetts Community College System made
him familiar with most of its colleges and with the system's

principal strengths and weaknesses.

This familiarity, to-

gether with the researcher's teaching experience, suggested
the interview as an appropriate way in which to capitalize

on the shared experience of researcher and subject, making
it easier for the subject to "open up."

Finally, since this

was the first study of generativity and stuckness among com-

munity college faculty, it was not evident at the outset of
the investigation what variables might be significant and

should be looked for.
is

The interview technique, because it

open-ended, permitted unanticipated variables

to

make

themselves apparent.

After each interview, subjects were asked

to

complete

the Job Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction Scale.

The Subjects

The subjects of this research were senior faculty

employed on

a

variety of campuses in the Massachusetts
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Regional Community College System.
lected for the study in such

diversity

a

Five campuses were se-

way as to reflect the

in location/ academic emphasiS/

dents, and adequacy of physical plant,
found in that system.

number of stu-

for example

— to

be

As the entire system contains fifteen

colleges, a sample of one-third of that number provided an

adequate reflection of the system as

a

whole.

For reasons explained in the section on basic assump-

tions,

the sample was drawn from among

more years of teaching on one campus.
a

faculty with ten or
A telephone call and

follow-up letter were directed to the Dean of Academic Af-

fairs at each of the five campuses selected for the study.

The deans were asked to prepare

a

list of faculty who had

completed at least ten years at that institution.
those lists were received,

tution and numbered.

Once

they were alphabetized by insti-

A table of random numbers from Tuckman

(1972) was used to select nine names (six to be interviewed

and three to serve as alternates)

from the alphabetized list

for each institution.

Instrumentation
The instrumentation used in this study was a survey
form, an interview schedule, and an instrument for measuring

job satisfaction.

.
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The survey

In

.

order to gather certain kinds of infonna-

tion which the literature, personal observation and experi-

ence, and informal sampling suggested might be related to

generativity and stuckness without using interview time better spent trying to elicit unanticipated variables, and to

provide a vehicle for the opening stage of the interview itself, a survey was administered to each subject.

vey contains ten items.

Items 1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

This surand

7

represent some preliminary hypotheses on variables related
to stuckness.

All things being equal,

it seemed reasonable

to suppose that the longer a faculty person had taught at

one institution, the fewer the promotions that person had

received, the longer it was since the person's last promotion, the lower his/her present rank, the fewer leaves the

person had been granted

,

and the fewer the administrative

responsibilities the person had assumed, the more likely he
or she was to be stuck.

Item

2

is based on the

finding of

Cruz-Cardona (1977) that community college faculty with

prior teaching experience at the secondary level tend to be
found more frequently in what he calls "the high involvement-

group," a possible synonym for generativity.
taken from

a

Item

8

is

national survey by Cohen (1975) of humanities

coxfaculty and nonhumanities chairpersons in community

leges

Friedlander (1978) found that:
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A greater percentage of full-time humanities faculty

who scored low on the General Work Condition Satisfac-

tion Scale

.

.

.

indicated that they would (1) find do-

ing what they are doing now to be unattractive in five

years;

(2)

would find a faculty position at another

community or junior college to be very attractive to
them in five years; and (3) would find a faculty position at a four-year college or university to be very

attractive to them in five years,

(p,

236)

Because the researcher expected stuck faculty

to be more at-

tracted to the prospect of doing the same thing on another

campus or doing something completely different in five years
than would generative faculty, he included a modified form
of the Cohen item and added a fourth alternative,

"Getting

out of teaching altogether."
Item

9

was designed on the basis of

a

suggestion by

Kanter (1977) that people respond more frankly when asked

to

comment on their colleagues' level of work satisfaction than
when asked about their own.

The hope was that the item

would show whether, in the view of faculty in the sample,
there is

a

pattern of decreasing satisfaction and creativity

linked to length of service at one institution.
The final item, number 10, was taken from Moxley (1977)
in what proved

to be a

mistaken belief that it would be
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helpful in identifying variables related to
generativity and
stuckness.
The instrument.

A Job Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction Scale

developed by Wood (1973) to measure the level of job satisfaction among faculty in the North Carolina Community College System was selected for use in the study.
of this instrument has been tested.

The validity

On that point. Wood

(1976) says:

A review of the procedures used in the development of
the instrument,

the results of factor analyses, reli-

ability coefficients for internal consistency and testretest, and recommendations from

a

panel led to the

conclusion that the validity, reliability, and level of
refinement of the instrument were adequate for the collection of research data.

(p.

58)

One modification was made to the Wood instrument.
4

in the biographical

section of the questionnaire asked

respondents to indicate

"

Major area of current instructional

responsibility (check one):
Vocational."

His Item

College transfer. Technical,

This kind of division in teaching responsibil-

ities is not common in the Massachusetts Community College

System.

Rather than confuse respondents,

a

request that

faculty indicate the academic division of which they are

members was substituted.

.

.
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^terview schedule

.

The interview schedule is based in part

on the list of characteristics of outstanding
teachers de-

veloped by Hill (1977) on the basis of the survey by
Cohen
(1975).

The researcher's hypothesis was that stuck faculty

would exhibit fewer of the characteristics identified by
faculty who were generative.
the key areas of workload,

Moreover, by probing

the person's own teaching,

in-

volvement in professional growth, view of students, colleagues, and the health of the institution, the schedule

facilitated the surfacing of variables related to stuckness
and genera tivi ty

Procedure
The instrumentation and interview methodology were

field-tested in February 1980.

After the field-test, the

instrumentation and methodology were reviewed and modifications were made to the wording of some items on the inter-

view schedule.

Immediately after this,

a

timetable was established

which allowed all interviews to be completed prior to the
Spring vacation.

It seemed

undesirable to have

a

sample

part of which had been interviewed before and part after

a

vacation
Initial contact with faculty selected for the study was

made by telephone.

The researcher, having introduced
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himself and summarized the purpose of the study,
asked
the person would be willing

to participate.

ber declined to take part.

It did not prove possible,

ever,

to

if

No faculty mem-

how-

interview the intended six subjects on each campus.

In one case, a sixth subject could not be contacted.

cases, a scheduled interview could not take place

— one

In

two

as a

result of sickness, the other because of a sudden, violent
snowstorm.

Time and logistical constraints made it impos-

sible to re-schedule these interviews
is

thus only 90%

and. the

total sample

(N=27) of what had been planned.

Once a faculty member had agreed to participate, time
and place were established for the interview.

The choice of

location for the interview was left to each subject with the
proviso that
sirable.

a

certain amount of quiet and privacy was de-

In most cases,

faculty member's office.

interviews were conducted in the
As far as possible, only three in-

terviews were scheduled for any one day and at least two
hours separated appointments.

No interview lasted fewer

than 45 minutes and several ran close to two hours.
As part of the initial phone conversation,

faculty were

asked to complete the survey prior to the interview.

A copy

of the survey and' a note confirming the arrangements for the

interview were sent to each person.
Interviews began with

a

review of the purpose of the

study and an explanation of the function of the interview in

. .
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the research process.

Discussion of responses on the survey

frequently led directly into

interview schedule.

discussion of items on the

a

Otherwise

;

discussion of the survey re-

sponses was followed by the introduction of the interview
sched ule

After the interview, each person was asked to complete
the Job Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction Scale.

The researcher

absented himself while this was being done but made sure to

collect the completed instrument before leaving the campus
at the end of the day.

With only two exceptions, interviews were taperecorded. Confidentiality was guaranteed, but the researcher

was given permission to quote directly from interviews provided there was not attribution save by discipline

English professor
example

.

.

.

”

,

"Nursing faculty

.

.

— "An
for

CHAPTER

I

V

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS, ANALYSIS AND
INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The purpose of this study has been to discover whether
the psycho-social conditions of generativity and stuckness

can be identified in long-term faculty in the Massachusetts

Regional Community College System.

Principal Findings
Data gathered in the study reveal;
1.

That the psycho— social conditions of generativity and
stuckness exist and can be identifed in long-term faculty in the Massachusetts Regional Community College

System.
2.

That faculty experiencing generativity or stuckness
have distinctive clusters of characteristics.

The dis-

tinction between generative and stuck faculty is rooted
in;
-

their overall job satisfaction

-

the number of hours they spend on campus each week

-

their attitude towards students

-

the amount of satisfaction they derive from teaching

-

their current feeling about having entered teaching

- their plans

for the next five years
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3.

A third stage,

lation are at

insulation.

Faculty experiencing insu-

stage in their development related to

a

that identified by Hall and Nougaim (1968)
as "Levelling Off," and are characterized by overall
job satis-

faction without the accompanying characteristics
found
in generative
4.

faculty.

Five variables which appear to be linked to the likeli-

hood of generativity or stuckness occurring in senior
faculty:
- sex

- number of

promotions received

-

years since last promotion

-

current academic rank

-

having taken

a

paid leave

Analysis of the Data
Data for the study have come from a survey,
and a Job Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction Scale.

interviews,

Those data

show the demographics, level of job satisfaction, and key

characteristics of the faculty members in the sample.
Demographics

.

Who are the faculty in the sample?

Faculty in the sample are predominantly white, male,
and middle-aged.

They have been at their present college

for an average of 13-1/2 years.

Many have done administra-

tive work and almost two-third taught elsewhere before
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coming to the community college they teach in now.

Most are

Full or Associate Professors and one-third expect to retire

within the next five years.
Detailed demographic data are displayed in Tables 1-7.
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Table

1

Age Groupings of Faculty in Sample

Age

Percentage

30-39

11

40-49

33

50-59

26

60-69

22

Not given

N

7

Table

2

Number of Years at Present College

Years

Percentage

11

22

12

22

13

11

14

7

15

11

16

15

17

4

18

4

19

4

N

Table

3

Highest Level of Education

Level

Percentag

Bachelor's plus hours
Master

'

4

33

s

Master's plus hours

41

Doctorate

22

Table

4

Academic Rank

Rank

Percentage

Instr uc tor

0

Assistant

7

Associate

37

Full Professor

56

N
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Table

5

Number of Promotions Received

Number

Percentage

0

15 ^

1

37

2

33

3

15

N = 27

a?. 5% began as Full Professors

Table

6

Number of Years Since Last Promotion

Years
0-

2

15

1

in

22

5-10

30

CM

Over 10
Note:

Percentage

15%

N

18

have never been promoted
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Table

7

Other Characteristics of Faculty in the Sample

Characteristic

Percentage

Male

74

Female

26

Prior teaching

63

Substantial non-academic work

45

Administrative experience at
present college

56

Granted a leave

40

Retirement in five years

37

Job satisfaction

.

How content are faculty in the sample?

Each person completed the Job Satisfaction/Dissatisfac-

tion Scale (Wood, 1973).

This scale measures satisfaction

in each of eleven categories

— Achievement,

Growth,

Interper-

sonal Relations, Policy and Administration, Recognition,

Responsibility, Salary, Supervision, The Work Itself, Working Conditions, and an Overall category.

faculty responses for each category.

Table

8

summarizes
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Table

8

Responses on Job Dissatisfaction/Dissatisfaction Scale

Mean

Ad j usted

Percentage

Score

Mean

Dissatisfied

Ach ievement

34.40

81 .90

18

Growth

23.84

66.22

18

Interpersonal

31 .07

86.30

30

32.77

60.68

45

Recognition

19.84

66.13

41

Responsibility

23.65

78.83

11

Salary

17.38

40.27

52

Supervision

41.96

58.20

45

The Work Itself

22. 22

92.58

7

Conditions

32.85

7 8. 21

11

4.44

74.00

22

Category

Policy

St

Overall

Administration

N=27

0-10 of
Faculty rate themselves dissatisfied on from
the eleven categories on the Scale

are marked differences by sex.

(see Table 9), but there

Almost three-quarters of
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the women indicate satisfaction in all eleven categories,

but only one-quarter of the men.

No woman shows dissatis-

faction in more than one category; only men record dissatisfaction in multiple categories.

Table

9

Number of Categories in Which Faculty Rate

Themselves Dissatisfied

Number of Categories

Percentage

0

30

1

18

2

11

3

0

4

7

5

15

6

4

7

0

8

4

9

7

10

4

11

0

Among the categories,

mean scores (see Table 8).

N =

27

there is a wide range of adjusted

The score for the overall
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category supports Fr iedlander

'

s

(1978)

finding that

a

meas-

ure of general job satisfaction is relatively independent of

specific work-activity satisfaction.

Responses on the Scale are consistent with responses to
items

8

and

9

of the Survey.

The more dissatisfied faculty

would like to get out of their present position and, often,
out of teaching altogether, while faculty with high satis-

faction like the idea of remaining in their present position
and have no wish to leave teaching

(Item 8).

In addition,

less satisfied faculty generally view their colleagues as

dissatisfied, while those faculty who are satisfied either
decline to guess the level of colleagues' satisfaction or
estimate it as high (Item 9).
The interviews are the heart of the study.

The inter-

view schedule, designed to permit an exploration of five key
areas, is based in part on the compilation by Hill (1977) of
the characteristics of outstanding

teachers.

The schedule

covers workload, professional growth, students, teaching,
and an overview.

Workload.

This topic produced few differentiating data.

Only one person suggested that his work load was excessive,
and the optimal amount of variety in a teaching load seems
to be

strictly

a

matter of personal preference.

Some facul-

semester and enty like a number of different courses each

multiple sections
joy that variety, others prefer to teach
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of the same course.

development

— at

For most faculty,

some curriculum

least the ongoing revision of courses

standard part of any semester's workload.

— is

a

One- third,

however, have little or no such involvement.

They teach

courses designed by others, often using textbooks which
others have selected.
The amount of time faculty estimate that they spend on

campus each week ranges from under twenty hours to over
forty.

Table 10 shows the distribution of those estimates.

Table 10

Estimated Average Number of Hours
Per Week Spent on Campus

Percentage

Range
15-20

7

20-25

7

25-30

30

30-35

26

35-40

15

Over 40
Note:

7% did

N

7

not give an estimate.

.
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Professional growth

.

The large number of questions on pro-

fessional growth was not helpful as it produced very frag-

mented data which could not be ordered.

Essentially, two-

thirds of the faculty interviewed have some involvement with

professional development and one-third do not.
S t udents

Faculty attitudes towards students are very

.

clear from what they say about them.

Three different atti-

positive, negative, and ambivalent. The

tudes come through:

negative attitude is typified by the person who talked about
Faculty with

"Casting false pearls before real swine."

positive attitude speak of students as

a

challenge,

a

a

source

of stimulation and reward.
I

really enjoy what I'm doing, seeing changes in stu-

dents.

...

I

can't conceive of not being excited,

challenged by that.
My reward

[in teaching]

comes from working with the

students

More than half the sample are ambivalent.

They tend to

speak warmly of personal relations with students while si-

multaneously deploring their lack of preparation or belittling their intellectual ability.

Teaching

.

What faculty say about teaching is distinctive

and revealing.

basic questions:

Tables 11-13 show how they answered three
Do you get satisfaction froit your

^7

tssching?

this a good plac6 to tsach?

Is

Do you rsgirat

having entered teaching?

Table 11

Replies to Question, "Do You Get Satisfaction
From Your Teaching?”

Answer

Percentage

Yes

56

No

18

Qualified

26

N = 27

Examples of replies categorized as qualified
More satisfaction than not.

Middle level; sometimes above.
If

I

get good students.

Table 12

Replies to Question, "Is This

Answer

a

Good Place to Teach?"

Percentage

Yes

56

•No

22

Unclear
Not asked

15
7

N =

27

.
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Table 12 (continued)

Examples of replies categorized as unclear

Students are excellent.
As compared

to

Facilities terrible.

what?

Table 13

Replies to Question, "Do You Regret Having
Entered Teaching?"

Answer

Percentage

Yes

8

No

70

Unclear

22

N = 27

Examples of replies categorized as unclear
I'm trapped, but not sorry

I

I

feel trapped economically.

I

could be happy if

I

entered teaching.

got paid the same as

others
Only two or three people have done any formal work to

expand their teaching skills.

Indeed, most seem to get

satisfaction from the fact that they have neither received
nor sought help with their teaching.
is

The attitude of many

expressed by the person who said, with some pride, that

he had "never taken an education course in my life."

At the

same time, more than a third believe that the administration

does not value their expertise.

In

view of this, it is not
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surprising that the general sense of relations
between faculty and administration is that they
leave much to be de-

sired

(see Table 14).

The attitude of those whose replies

are classified as neutral is epitomized by
the person who
said,

"They very seldom bother us.”

Table 14

if*

Replies to Question

,

"What are Relations Like Between

Fac ul ty and Administration

Answer

Overview

.

Percentage

Good

23

Bad

44

Neutral

33

N =

27

Some items from this section of the interview

schedule, e.g., expertise and faculty/administration relations, are included with the data already discussed.

The

remaining items are reward structure, five-year plans, most

important contribution, and stuckness.
Reward structure

.

Since interviews were conducted when

annual promotion decisions were imminent, the reward structure was very much on the minds of the faculty interviewed.

.
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A clear majority (see Table 15)

structure.

is unhappy with that

Two quotations will illustrate the feelings

expressed
People break their backs and get nothing.

You do the best you can and give

a

lot, especially if

you care, and there's no reward.

Tabl

Replies to Question, "What

i

15

the Reward Structure Like?"

Answer

Percentage

Satisfactory

18

Unsatisfactory

52

Unclear

30

Five-year plans

.

N = 27

Some faculty have strong student-oriented

goals for the next five years, some have no plans other than
survival, and the remainder fall somewhere between these two

extremes.

Student-related responses were given by nearly

half the faculty interviewed.

Reaching as many students as

I

can reach.

Reaching more people who are not being reached.

somehow has to be done.

That

That's really important to me.
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Teaching students first to think and then

to build

up

their skills, and then to succeed in what they want to
do.

More analysis of who should be taught what.

I've got

some dreams left.

Other answers suggest marking time as the five-year
plan, or emphasize survival.
I

don't even want to be here.

I

don't see anything can

be accomplished here.

Five more years and I'll be all through.
I

have no five-year plan.

Survival.

Keeping my

spirits.

I'm hanging on for the last five years because of the

pension.

The rest of the responses vary widely, but some seem to
have undertones of an attitude of hanging on.
I

probably will be here in the same position.

More of the same.

Increase my outside involvement.

Become financially independent so

I

don't have to teach

evenings and summers.

Most important contribution to the college

.

Only nineteen

faculty talked about their most important contribution.
of them did so in terms of their work with students.

Ten
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My class.

Enthusiasm.
My attitude, very positive.

I

care about the place,

about what we do here, how we're looked at.
think I've made some students feel good about them-

I

selves.

Enthusiastic teaching.

Another kind of answer focuses on the expertise of the
respondent.

There are five such answers.

Knowledge of the subject area.
The engineering program.

Technical, professional expertise.

Theoretical and

practical experience.

Knowledge

I

instill in the graduates.

Keeping this department together.
Finally,

there is

a

small group of answers which cannot

be categorized.
I

don't really know.

Sometimes nothing.
Just being me.
Full and plenty of hours.

Stuckness.

I've never stinted on that.

Everybody recognized the condition described in

reluc
the Hodgkinson quotation, but there was considerable
Those
tance to talk about the existence of stuck colleagues.

”
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who acknowledge that they know colleagues who are stuck
es-

timate their numbers at from "a very small percentage” to
”

lots.

There is general agreement that stuck faculty "have had
it.

They just aren't trying any more."

Three faculty main-

tain that those who end up stuck "don't know how to teach
and probably never did."

Few concrete suggestions were offered as to what might
be done to ward off stuckness or temper its effects.

person said flatly, "Nothing can be done for them.

One

There's

nothing to make them change."
Several faculty argued strongly that there exists

a

condition or stage which is neither generativity nor stuckness.

Speaking for himself, one person said, "I can't af-

ford to retire.
as a teacher."

I'm hanging on.

But I'm not less effective

That sounds like special pleading, but two

other faculty, on different campuses and both many years
from retirement, supported that point of view.

"They cruise, not coast.

longer run the race."

Said one:

They aren't lazy but they no

Another put it this way:

Senior faculty who start to coast are not doing either
students or the institution a disservice.
their stuff cold.

They know

They know how to put it across.

Ij.

they have somewhat less youthful enthusiasm and if they

are inclined to take a back seat on reforms and new
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proposals that is not inappropriate and doesn't imply
that they are stuck or stagnant.

The data show that these faculty members are correct in
their analysis.

There is

a

distinct sub-group in the

sample, faculty who are neither generative nor stuck.

This

sub-group the researcher calls Insulated.

Interpretation of Data

Examination of the data shows correspondences among the

information derived from the survey, the Job Satisfaction/

Dissatisfaction Scale, and the interviews.

Those correspon-

dences, displayed in Table 16, justify dividing the sample
into four sub-groups.

Sub-group

1

— Generative

.

Faculty in this sub-group have

almost all of the characteristics of outstanding teachers
compiled by Hill

(1977) and supplemented,

schedule, by the researcher.

in the

In particular,

interview

they are all

glad they entered teaching, get satisfaction from their

teaching, have

a

positive attitude towards students, and

look forward to being in the same job in five years.

only one exception,

a

y'Jith

person near retirement, all have

strong, student-oriented five-year plans.

For example:

Teaching students first to think, and then to build up
to
their skills and then to succeed in what they want

do.

)
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Table

15

Groupings of Data from Job Satiaiacoion
Scale,

Survey,

and Inter'/iews

T
J.

2

Generative
(M=7)

Mumber of categories
on scale in which there
is dissatisfaction
nax 11

tuck

3

(N=3)

3

4

Insulated

Mo lac eco r*/

(M=9)

'M=«3)

0-4

2-3

Range

0-1

0-10

Mean

0.14

9

56

1.33

5.00

Member of promotions
received

Mean

1.33

1.00

1.77

1.4 3

Leaves granted

Mean

0.43

0.00

0

55

0.37

Full
Assoc.
Asst.

4

Rank

Ranee
Mean

43-60

{

.

Age

Sex

!-icur3

5

6

3

2

0

0

39-55
45.00

36-62
47.37

43-63
56.50

2

31. 55

3

3

0

3

Female

4

0

3

0

3S-40

15-20

25-35

23-35

oer week on
Mode

Member of positive
characteristics
Max 11

Range

.

1

.

iMale

campus

(

.

)

Mean

3-11
10.23

1- 5

4-10

3-9

3.33

’.33

5.00

.

.

.
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More analysis of who should be taught what.

I've got

some dreams left.

Reaching more people who are not being reached.

somehow has to be done.

That

That's really important to me.

For this entire sub-group there is only one score indicating

dissatisfaction on the Job Satisfaction Scale.

That score,

for salary, comes from the only Assistant Professor in this

grouping

Sub-group

2

— Stuck

.

Faculty in this sub-group all have

scores indicative of dissatisfaction in nine or ten of the
eleven categories on the Job Satisfaction Scale.

In

every

case, the overall category is one in which they indicate

dissatisfaction.

Of

the characteristics

linked to generativi ty

,

identified as

one person in this group lacks six,

another lacks nine, and the third, all eleven.

These fac-

ulty members get little or no satisfaction from their teaching,

and none has a student-oriented five-year plan.

have no five-year plan.

I

Survival.

Keeping my

spirit
I

I

'

m qui tt ing

would have liked to head

a

separate department.

All faculty in this group see getting out of teaching in
five years as very attractive and staying in their present

position as unattractive, but only one of them has made
decision to leave teaching.

a

They see their colleagues as

.
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comparably dissaatisf led

/

in strong contrast to generative

faculty who either see colleagues as basically satisfied or

decline to speculate on colleagues'

Sub-group

3

— Insulated

.

job satisfaction.

This is the largest of the sub-

groups, accounting for one-third of the faculty in the
sample.

On the Job Satisfaction Scale,

faculty in this

group have scores indicative of dissatisfaction in

a

range

of from zero to four categories, with a mean of 1.33.
is higher than the mean

This

for generative faculty, but much

lower than the mean of 9.66 recorded by stuck faculty.

In

no case is the overall category one of those for which a

faculty member in this group has
faction.

a

score showing dissatis-

No person in this group regrets having entered

teaching and only one does not get satisfaction from teaching.

Four are within five years of retirement.

The five-

year plans of the others are highly diverse and do not have
the orientation towards students found among generative fac-

ulty's plans
Become financially independent so

I

don't have to

teach evenings and summers.

Become department chairperson.

Increase my involvement in things outside the college.
I

probably will be here

in

the same position.

.

.
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Sub-group

4

— No

category

.

A sizable minority does not fit

in with any one of the three sub-groups already discussed.

On the Job Satisfaction Scale, these faculty indicate dis-

satisfaction in from two to eight categories and the group
mean of 5.00 is almost four times that for insulated facThree members of the group rate themselves dissatis-

ulty.

fied

in the overall category.

Five record dissatisfaction

with interpersonal relations; apart from the stuck, no other

faculty indicate dissatisfaction with this aspect of their
job.

All faculty in this sub-group are unhappy with the re-

ward structure, but only one regrets having entered teaching,

Over half are within five years of retirement.

the professors in Baldwin’s (1979)

study,

Unlike

these faculty are

not "characterized by a high degree of career satisfaction,"
nor are they "generally content with their professional

achievements."

To the contrary, many seem disappointed and

unful filled

Hypotheses
Both the Survey and the Interview Schedule were designed to test hypotheses about variables and characteristics linked to generativity and stuckness.

S

urvey

Seven hypotheses were tested in the Survey.

The

are not
data indicate that five of these are valid and two
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1

That the fewer promotions

•

a

person has received, the

more likaly ha/sha is to ba stuck

For stuck faculty

*

the average number of promotions is 1.00;

for genera-

tive faculty it is 1.83, and for insulated 1.77.

Thus

the data support a link between number of promotions

and stuckness.
2

.

That the lower

a

faculty member's current rank, the

more likely he/she is to be stuck

.

Among generative

faculty, 57% are Full Professors; only 33.3% of stuck

faculty hold that rank.

Conversely, only 14% of the

generative are Assistant Professors while 33.3% of the
stuck hold that rank.

Thus,

the data lend support to

the hypothesis.
3

.

That the longer it is since

a

person was last promoted,

the greater the likelihood of stuckness

The data lend

.

support to this hypothesis (see Table 17).
4

.

That the fewer leaves

a

faculty member has been granted

the more likely he/she is to be stuck

.

No stuck fac-

ulty member has been granted a leave, whereas 43% of
the generative,

and 55% of the insulated have.

Thus,

this hypothesis is supported by the data.
5.

That taking up administrative duties lessens the likelihood of stuckness
pothesis.

.

The data do not support this hy-

In all categories an almost equal

number of

.
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faculty have performed administrative functions as have
not done so.
6

.

That faculty with prior teaching experience at the sec-

ondary level are more likely to be generative
data do not support this hypothesis.

In each

.

The

category

almost equal numbers of faculty have and have not had

secondary teaching experience.
7

.

That the prospect of being in the same job five years
hence would be more attractive to generative than to
stuck faculty

.

All generative faculty find that pros-

pect attractive, all stuck faculty find it unattractive.

Thus, the hypothesis is supported.

One unanticipated variable linked to generativity and

stuckness is sex.

Men are more likely to be stuck than

women are, while women are more likely than men
generative

to be

.
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Table 17

Years Since Last Promotion by

S

ub-Groups

Years
S

ub-group

Generative

2-5

0

3

5-10

Ins ula ted

1

0

2

0

112

0

1

2

2

2

4

Generative

2-5 years

Stuck

over 10 years

Insulated

5-10 years

Interview schedule.

Promoted

1

2

No category

over 10

2

10

Stuck

Mode;

0-2

Never

N=27

The hypothesis underlying the interview

schedule was that generative faculty would have more of the

characteristics of outstanding faculty identified by Hill
(1977

)

and stuck faculty fewer.

Moreover, the schedule was

designed to permit the surfacing of unanticipated variables.
From the data collected, the following variables and charac-

teristics emerge as linked to generativity and stuckness
(

see Table 18

)
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1

Not coming directly from college into community college

.

teaching

Involvement in some form of professional development

2

.

3

.

4

.

Satisfaction derived from teaching

5

.

Rate of attrition from courses

6

.

View of faculty/administration relations

7

.

View of the college as

8

.

View of the system's reward structure

9

.

Current feelings about having entered teaching

10

.

Five-year plans

11

.

Self-esteem, as indicated by

Attitude toward students

val ued

a

place in which to teach

a

sense that expertise is
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Table 18

Presence of Key Characteristics in Two Sub-Groups

Variable/Charac ter is tic
1.

2.

6.

7.

8

.

(N = 3)

1

2

college

No

6

1

Professional development

Yes

6

1

No

1

2

Yes

7

0

No

0

2

Unclear

0

1

Yes

n
/

0

No

0

2

Unclear

0

1

Yes

6

1

No

1

2

Faculty/administration

OK

7

0

relations

Bad

0

3

Good place to teach

Yes

7

0

No

0

2

Unclear

0

1

OK

6

0

Bad

1

3

Attrition under 20%

5.

(N=7)
!^es

Teaching satisfies

4.

Stuck

Directly to community

Positive student attitude

3.

Generative

Reward structure

)
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Table 18

(

cont

.

Generative
Var iable/Charac ter istic
9.

10.

11.

Stuck

(N=7)

(N = 3)

Yes

0

1

No

7-

0

Unclear

0

2

Student-oriented five

Yes

6

0

year plans

No

1

3

Expertise valued

Yes

7

1

No

0

2

Regret entering teaching

.
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The number of hours spent on campus each week is also

a

variable linked to generativity and stuckness, as Table 19
shows

Table 19

Estimated Average Hours Per Week Spent on
Campus by Sub-Group

Hours

Not

15-20

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

over 40

Asked

Generative

0

0

2

0

3

2

0

Stuck

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

Insulated

0

2

3

3

1

0

0

No category

0

0

3

3

0

0

2

Sub-group

Mode:

Generative

35-40

Stuck

15-20

It is possible that ongoing involvement in curriculum

development bears on generativity or stuckness.

Unfortu-

nately, questions on this topic were insufficiently consistent to yield any dependable data.
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The more of the eleven characteristics listed above
found in a given faculty member and the higher the average

number of hours per week that faculty member spends on campus,

the greater the likelihood of her (or his)

erative.

being gen-

Conversely, the fewer characteristics present and

the lower the weekly hours on campus,

lihood of stuckness.

the greater the like-

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study has bean to discovar whathar
tha psycho— soc ial conditions of ganarativity and stucknass

(Erikson, 1950; Kantar, 1979; at al

.

)

axist and can ba idan-

tifiad among sanior faculty in tha Massachusa tts Ragional

Community Collaga Systam.

Data gatharad confirm tha axis-

tanca of thasa two conditions and show that faculty axpari-

ancing tham ara di sting ui shad by tha prasanca or absanca of
a

clustar of charactar istics.

Chiaf among thosa charactar-

istics ara ovarall job satisfaction, tima spant on campus
aach waak, attituda towards studants, satisfaction darivad
from teaching, current feeling about having entered teaching,

and plans for the next five years.

identified

a

The study has also

third psycho-social condition

— insulation.

This state is related to the career stage of Levelling Off
(Hall and Nougaim, 1968).

INSULATED (definition);

Insulated faculty have

a

high

level of job satisfaction, are well-versed in their

subject(s), effective in class.

Teaching is

a

job

rather than a calling to them and they see themselves
as professionals who do their job conscientiously and

well.

Many have succeeded in modifying the institution
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to suit their personal preferences,

particularly in

such matters as what they teach and when.

They have

little involvement in extracurricular aspects of the
life of their college.

Furthermore, the study has identifed five variables
which appear to be linked to the incidence of generativity
and stuckness:

sex, current academic rank,

number of promo-

tions received, years since last promotion, and having been

granted a paid leave.

Limitations of the Study
1.

This study is, by design, a small-scale, pilot study.

Wide application of the findings and conclusions would
be inappropriate since the sample of 27 faculty (13.5%
of the population)
ing
2.

is

not large enough to allow test-

for statistical significance.

Among the four sub-groups identified in the study, the

pattern of distinctive differences is clearest between
the generative and the stuck sub-groups.

Distinctions

are less definite between the insulated sub-group and
the not categorized.

In general,

faculty who rate

themselves high on job satisfaction have been classed
as

insulated, while those with lower job satisfaction

have been left uncategorized (see Table 16).
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The difficulty of categorizing faculty within five

years of retirement suggests that opinions and feelings become more personal, more individualistic, as the end of

career in teaching draws near.

There were, moreover,

a

four

faculty who resisted categorization and seemed to be borderline cases.

The first such person stressed repeatedly in the interview that he is a perfect example of someone who is stuck.
"I’m hanging on for the last five years because of the pension," he said.

He feels trapped in teaching,

regards him-

self and his colleagues as "academic cripples," finds teaching dull,

students "illiterate," and says he is "bored to

tears, quite frankly."

And yet, this man rates himself as

dissatisfied in only two of the eleven categories on the Job

Satisfaction Scale
administration.

—growth

(understandably), and policy and

Thus, while he lacks most of the character-

istics found in generative faculty, he is far more satisfied
than anyone classified as stuck.

At the same time, his

frustration sets him off from the insulated.
Next is

a

man who claims to love and "really get ex-

cited about teaching."
and seemed,

He is very convincing on that score

from the interview, a candidate for the genera-

tive sub-group.

Close analysis of the interview tape and of

other data, however, show that this person thinks:
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The quality of the student body has gone down

We re getting the tail end of the spectrum.

.

.

.

It makes

teaching tough.
He also feels

in a way trapped"

in teaching because he has

no marketable skills" and his plans for the next five years

have no student orientation.

On the Job Satisfaction Scale

this person rates himself as dissatisfied in four cate-

gories, and he lacks a majority of the characteristics found
in generative faculty.
to the

While it is arguable that he belongs

uncategorized sub-group, he has been included with

the insulated.

Third is a Full Professor who combines most of the

characteristics found in generative faculty with substantial
job dissatisfaction.

On the scale,

this person rates him-

self dissatisfied in no less than eight of the eleven cate-

gories,

including the overall category.

That self-rating

puts him close to the stuck (mean 9.66) and far above any

other person in the sample.

Involvement in

a

community pro-

ject not connected with the college or with his teaching has

greatly reduced this faculty member's participation in any
form of college service.

Thus, he exhibits a profile which

contains elements of generativi ty
tion.

,

stuckness, and insula-

He has been put in the uncategorized sub-group.

The youngest of the borderline cases is also the only

woman in the sample who defies categorization.

She enjoys a
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high level of job satisfaction, but the one
category in

which she rates herself dissatisfied on the scale
is the

worK itself.

She derives little satisfaction from her

teaching, has only

a

few of the characteristics found in

generative faculty and has no plans for the next five years.
Despite her lack of satisfaction from teaching, she has been
included in the insulated category on the basis of job satisfaction.

Concl usions

From the findings of this study the researcher has

drawn the following conclusions.
1.

Generativity is, at least to some degree, impervious

to

the absence of hygiene factors.

Discussion

.

For at least the past five years,

the cli-

mate in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has not been

favorable to higher education.

In

the state's community

college system this has been reflected in reduced budgets,
fewer opportunities for advancement, minimal growth, and

salaries which each year lag

cost of living.

a

little further behind the

Nevertheless, there is

a

high percentage of

generative faculty among the sample in this study.

This

suggests that faculty experiencing generativity are not much

affected by reduced opportunities for traditional kinds of
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career advancement and by salaries which, in terms of real
dollars, are declining steadily.

Generative teaching appears to be largely its own reward:

satisfying, stimulating, all-encompassing, and end-

lessly novel.

It is truly a vocation,

and the generative

faculty member does not look to the institution for those

career opportunities, those many-runged ladders of which
Kanter speaks and writes.

Rather, generative faculty make

their own opportunities and their primary career goal is to

continue to be topnotch teachers.

Even poor salaries cannot

diminish the glory of that and the level of motivation is

consistently high,
Generativity is most likely to be enjoyed by female
faculty who have received more than one promotion, are Full

Professors, have been promoted in the last five years, and
have taken

a

not, however,

paid leave.
to be

The presence of these variables is

taken as either

a

necessary or

a

suffi-

cient cause of generativity, but only as indicative of the
kind of circumstances in which generativity seems to flourish

.

The relationship of sex to generativity is strong.

De-

spite the fact that the reward structure works less well for

them than for men, women are more satisfied with their jobs
and, on a percentage basis, much more likely to experience

generativity than their male colleagues.

Of the seven women
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in the sample,

four are generative; of the twenty men, only

Women may be more apt to experience genera tivity be-

three.

cause they are less likely to remain in teaching if it does
not suit them.

For some women,

that decision may be made

more practicable because they are not under societal pressure to function as breadwinners.

Yet,

female heads of

household are to be found in the sample and are even more in
evidence among faculty with less seniority than those in the
sample.

Moreover, rising living costs increasingly necessi-

tate two paychecks per household and a woman's earnings are

less and less purely discretionary funds.

These factors

could affect the percentage of female faculty experiencing

generativity in the next five years.
2.

Colleges should not focus their concern on stuck

facul ty

Discussion

.

In

the first place,

the number of stuck

faculty identified by this study is very small.

Secondly,

whether or not it is true that people who end up stuck as

community college faculty would have ended up stuck in whatever career they embarked on, the three persons identified
that
as stuck typify the charge of some of their colleagues

"they can't teach and never could."

What is clear is that

stimulated by
none of the three is really interested in or
the process and art of teaching.

They seem to possess know-

place these at the
ledge and expertise and to be willing to
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disposal of their students, but they are not really interested in teaching

a

on of information.

process very different from the handing
To use Erikson’s terms,

for these facul-

ty students are not "the absorbing object of a parental kind

of responsibility.”

If

anything is, it is their disci-

pline and that orientation, while admirable in

university, is not deemed appropriate to
lege.

a

a

research

community col-

Thus, short of changing the nature of community col-

leges or of the students attending them, there is nothing

a

college can do which will bring contentment and satisfaction
to faculty experiencing stuckness.

Insulated faculty merit special consideration and at-

3.

tention

Discussion

.

The insulated are the largest of the sub-

groups in the sample used for this study.

mean age of

a

Moreover, the

majority of that sub-group is just over forty.

Thus, these faculty members will still be teaching, probably

on the campus where they teach now, twenty years hence.
At present, partly, no doubt, as a result of naving

done well in promotions and leaves, insulated faculty express a high level of job sstisf action

disquieting signs.
know if
.

.

.

I

.

But there are some

As one insulated person said,

don

t

want to teach another fifteen to twenty years.

Another twenty years of teaching Typing

it doesn't

I

feel very good."

I;

sometimes
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Insulated faculty do not have, and should not be evaluated in terms of, the special
of generative faculty.

— almost

charismatic

They see teaching as

a

—quality

job rather

than as a calling, but they take pride in being profes~

sionals who do their job well.

Because hygiene factors

count more for them than for generative faculty, they are in

greater need of support and reinforcement from their college, even though they will frequently be perceived as having withdrawn from college life and college service.

Insu-

lated faculty need to be assured that they are respected,

valued professionals.

In part,

such assurance depends on

a

college’s policy and practice in the granting of promotions
and leaves, but the judicious support of individual faculty

projects is also

a

way in which

a

college can confirm that

faculty expertise is recognized and esteemed.

4.

Formal programs of staff development have little impact

on senior faculty.

Discussion.
views,

To judge by what faculty said

in inter-

formal programs of staff development play little part

in promoting generativi ty

,

increasing job satisj.act ion

,

or

heightened sense of professionalism among senior

providing

a

faculty.

Although

a

widely-respected, amply-funded program

campuses
of staff development existed on one of the

in

the

topic with
sample, and although the researcher probed this

faculty
particular persistence on that campus, not one

.
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member there or anywhere else connected
ing experience to such a program.

a

significant learn-

Ironically,

faculty on

the campus with a heavy commitment to staff development had
a

lower mean score on the growth category of the Job Satis-

faction Scale than did faculty on the other four campuses in
the study.

On the other hand,

faculty on several campuses spoke

with great enthusiasm about what they learned and how they

benefited from being supported and encouraged in work on
projects of their own to develop their intellectual interests.

Similarly, other faculty regretted

bitterly

— the

— sometimes

quite

absence of institutional support for such

proj ects

5.

A continuing involvement in professional development is

an effect of generativi ty

Discussion

.

,

not a cause.

Because faculty experiencing generativity

are absorbed in the task and challenge of finding ways to

help students learn successfully, they search out ways to
enrich and improve what they bring to their classes.

Thus,

conferences, formal coursework, membership in professional

organizations and learned societies, private research propart
jects, workshops, journals and magazines are a normal
of the fabric of the generative faculty member

s

life.

But,

stimulation
since stuck faculty get minimal satisfaction and
from their teaching,

they are not concerned to keep

.
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themselves pedagog ically alive.

It

is

not insignificant

that the one stuck faculty member who has a
continuing in-

volvement in professional development maintains that
commitment not for the sake of his teaching but because it is a

condition of membership in

a

professional society.

Finding

ways in which to help insulated faculty maintain some kind
of professional development, perhaps along the lines sug-

gested in

4

(above),

is both desirable and

important.

Recommendations for Further Study
Three areas deserving of further study suggest themsel ves.

1.

There is a need for replication of this study with

a

sample large enough to permit results to be tested for sta-

tistical significance.

Such

a

replication might include

a

blind test of some of the findings of this study and could

examine the validity of the special weight given

to

four

characteristics (attitude towards students, satisfaction derived from teaching, current feelings about having entered

teaching, and five-year plans)

in the

interpretation of the

data gathered in this study.

2.

It would also seem useful

to

replicate this study with

faculty who have between six and ten years experience on one

campus

It

is arguable

that the population from which the

.
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sample for this study was drawn has had advantages not enjoyed by any subsequent group of faculty in the Massachu-

setts Regional Community College System.

For the most part

they joined that system while it was young, glamorous, growing, and handsomely budgeted.

Many of them played

a

major

role in establishing the programs of study offered by their

colleges and had the opportunity to shape their institution
and to help give it its individual character.

They have

also had more opportunities for promotion and paid leaves
than have those who came after.
It is probable that the next cohort will be

contain fewer generative faculty,

a

found to

higher percentage of in-

sulated faculty and, overall, lower levels of job satisfaction than the population sampled for this study.

3.

Tapes of the interviews conducted for this study sug-

gest that generative, insulated, and stuck faculty have disWhile

tinctive vocabularies.

a

linguistic analysis has not

been attempted, the following patterns seem to recur.

Generative faculty

.

Their speech is filled with refer-

ences to and statements about students.

They use the word

"students” very frequently, often as the subject of their

sentences

Stuck faculty
"them.”

.

Their talk is peppered with "they” and

Sometimes these pronouns refer

times to administrators.

to

students, some-

The impression created is of
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nameless, faceless, and hostile forces pressing in on and

stifling the speaker.
Insulated faculty
of the discipline

They speak of themselves in terms

.

in which they have been trained.

They are

historians, biologists, or accountants rather than professors,

teachers, or faculty members, and they frequently men-

tion their subject-matter expertise.
is

A professional society

commonly their primary reference group, and they employ

the personal pronoun,

first person singular, a great deal;

MY students, MY classes, MY work, MY labs.

Further research will help provide

a

better understand-

ing of the psycho-social and career stages through which

faculty in higher education go.

possible

a

This,

in turn, will make

better match between the needs and abilities of

individual faculty members and those of the students they
teach and the institutions in which they serve.

Moreover,

through such studies may come clearer definitions of gener-

ativity and stuckness and increased ability to create the
kind of climate which promotes the former and reduces the

incidence of the latter.
i

ty

"
,

Generativity

is

Erikson (1950) said of generativ-

primarily the interest in establish -

ing and guiding the next generation or whatever in a given

case may become the absorbing object of

responsibility”

(p.

231,

a

emphasis added).

parental kind o^
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It is clear from this study that for generative faculty

students are the "absorbing interest."

But are they out-

standing teachers because they have that interest, or is it

vice-versa?
At the other end of the spectrum is the faculty member
who is stuck.
a

His is a wretched state.

For him teaching is

confining, hostile world; at best endured, at worst hated.

Motivation and pride have vanished and for him as for
Macbe th
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow.

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day.
Till the last syllable of recorded time;
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SURVEY FORM
If any item is not clear, leave it blank
and we can talk
about it when we meet.
Thank you.

Teaching experience
1.

How many years have you been employed at your present
college ?

years
2.

If you taught before coming here, please indicate at
what level.

Secondary

Community college

4-year
ins t itut ion

Other (please specify)

Promotions
3.

How many promotions in academic rank have you received
since coming to this college? Circle one
)

(

0123

6.
4.

When did you receive your last promotion?
less than

2

years ago

more than 10 years ago

2-5 years ago
5.

5-10 years ago

Please indicate your present academic rank
Full Professor

Assistant

Associate

Other (please specify)
Leaves
Please indicate the number and kind of leaves you have
taken and give the approximate dates.
Full pay;

Number

From:

mo

yr

To

mo

year

Half pay:

Number

From:

mo

yr

To

mo

year

Unpaid

Number

From:

mo

yr

To

mo

year

::

:
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Administrative responsibilities
7.

Please check any of the following positions you have
held and give the approximate dates.

Curriculum coordinator

From:

mo

yr

To:

mo

yr

Department chairperson

From:

mo

yr

To

:

mo

yr

Division chairperson

From

mo

yr

To:

mo

yr

Academic dean

From

mo

yr

To

mo

yr

From:

mo

yr

To

mo

yr

Other (please specify)
:

Overall assessment

(Please respond to all
choices)

4
Unattractive

Unattractive

Very
Attractive

Attractive

Very

8.

In five years how attractive
would you find:
-

-

-

-

position in a
institution
year
4
a faculty position at another community college
remaining in your present
position
getting out of teaching
altogether

a faculty

!
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9

.

In your judgment, how satisfied with their jobs are
your full-time faculty colleagues in each of the
following groups?

Neither
Very
Satis.

Satis.

Satis, nor
Dissatis.

Dissatis

.

Very
Dissat.

1-5 years

\

1

full-time

1

5-10 years

full-time
over 10
years
full-time

10.

<r

When you feel exceptionally good about your job, what
aspects of the job come to mind?
A.
B.
C.

When you feel exceptionally bad about your job, what
aspects of the job come to mind?
A.
B.
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Workload

1.

What is your teaching load this semester?
- number of courses:
required vs. elective
- number of different preparations
- number of students per section
Is this a typical load for you?

A.

How departmental are the courses you teach?
chooses the text, etc.)

(Who

How frequently do you find you need to change texts
or revise courses?
Do you ever have a chance

to

teach a "pet" course?

How many courses have you designed/initiated?

Excluding the work you do at home, how many hours
per week do you spend on campus during the semester?
Is that about average for full-time faculty here?

B.

C.

2

.

.

Any committee assignments this semester?
typical?

Is that

Professional Growth

What journals or periodicals in your discipline do you
see regularly?
Any education journals?

Membership in professional organizations?
When were you last able to attend a workshop, conference, regional meeting? Served on a panel? Given a
paper?

Publications?
Graduate study?

Grants?

Reduced load?

Degrees or professional certification?

What did you do on your sabbatical?

106
3.

Students
Have you seen changes in the students attending?

Have those changes affected what you can do in class?

Can you estimate the percentage of students not
adequately prepared for college-level work? The
percentage not motivated?

What is the rate of attrition in your courses?
changed?
4

.

Has it

Teaching

What is your preferred teaching style?
What teaching strategies work particularly well for
you?

Have you had a chance to expand your teaching skills in
a formal or informal program?

6.

How much satisfaction does teaching give you?
changed during your years here?

Has that

What were the characteristics of your best year or
semester of teaching? And of the worst?
5.

Extracurricular
Teaching in Continuing Education?
Consulting?

Second job?

How do you like to spend your spare time?
If you had a completely free summer, what would you
do?

Overview
What do you look forward to accomplishing in the next
years?

5

What career opportunities do you see ahead of you?
Do faculty take pride
Is this a good place to teach?
in the college, their work, the students?

What are faculty-administration relations like?
work in the
What do you look forward to as you drive to
morning?
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How satisfactory is the reward structure?
Is your expertise valued by the administration?
Colleagues? Students?

Have you ever regretted entering teaching?
trapped?

Felt

What is the most important thing you contribute
college?

to

this

Harold Hodgkinson said:
A problem occurs for the individual who
realizes that he probably is past his period of
maximum effectiveness but has no other options.
Thus the person hangs on, often to the detriment of
students and colleagues, (p. 272)
Is anyone on this campus in this predicament?
Percentage? Symptoms? Characteristics?
.

7.

.

.

Conclusion
Would you like to tell me anything else?

Are there any questions you would like to ask me?

.

:
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FACULTY JOB SATISFACTION/DISSATISFACTION SCALE
INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
2.

Please respond to each item by checking the appropriate
alternative or by entering the requested information.
If you have difficulty in responding to any item, give
your best estimate or appraisal.
You may wish to clarify your response by commenting in the margin or on the
back.
It is very important that all

3.

items have a response.

Institution
First Name

Last Name
.

Male

1.

Sex

2.

Age on last birthday

3.

Highest level of education

1.

Female

1,

High school

2.

Postsecondary certificate or diploma

3.

Associate degree

4.

Bachelor's degree

5.

Bachelor's degree plus hours

6

Master's degree

7.

Master's degree plus hours

8.

Education Specialist degree

9.

Doctoral degree

10.
4,

2,

Other (please specify)

Academic Division of which you are

a

member:

.
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For each of the following items, circle the response which
best represents your level of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
SCALE:
=
=
=

1
2
3

Very dissatisfied
Moderately dissatisfied
Slightly dissatisfied

=
=
6 =

4
5

Slightly satisfied
Moderately satisfied
Very satisfied

ACHIEVEMENT
The actual achievement of workrelated goals.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The immediate results from your
work.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The actual adoption of practices
which you recommend.

1

2

3

4

5

6

8.

Personal goal attainment.

1

2

3

4

5

6

9.

Students follow the practices
being taught.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Observing students' growth and
success over a period of time.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The extent to which you are able
objectively to evaluate your
accompl i shment

1

2

3

4

5

6

5.

6.

7.

10.

11.

GROWTH
12.

Opportunities for increased responsibility in education.

13.

Opportunities provided for growth
in education compared with growth
in other fields.

14.

Participation in in-service
ed uca tion.

15.

Types and levels of in-service
ed uca tion

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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16.

17.

Opportunities to grow professionally through formal education.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Opportunities to attend professional
conferences, workshops, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

6

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
18.

Friendliness of your co-workers.

1

2

3

4

5

6

19.

Cooperation from faculty in your
department.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Cooperation from faculty outside
your department.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Faculty-student relationships

1

2

3

4

5

6

job.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Personal relationships on the job.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Overall institutional relations including faculty, students, and staff

1

2

3

4

5

6

25.

Your involvement in making decisions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

26.

The extent to which you are informed
about matters affecting you.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The procedures used to select
faculty for promotion to positions
such as department chairperson.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The extent to which administrative
policies and procedures are made
available to the faculty.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The administrative procedures used
to cary out the educational program.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The extent to which administrative
policies and procedures are actually
followed.

123456

20.

21

.

22.

23.

Professional relationships on the

POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
24.

CM

•

28.

29.

30.

31.

The extent to which the policies
meet faculty needs.

32

The educational philosophy which
prevails in your institution.

RECOGNITION
33.

Recognition of your accomplishments
by co-workers.

34.

Recognition of your accomplishments
by superiors.

35.

Your recognition compared to that
of your co-workers.

36.

The recognition you get from the
administration for your ideas.

37.

Publicity given to your work and
activities.

RESPONSIBILITY
38.

The authority you have to get the
job done.

39.

The total amount of responsibility
you have.

40.

Your responsibilities compared with
those of your co-workers.

41.

Committee responsibilities.

42.

Responsibilities outside your major
area of interest.

SALARY
43.

The method used to determine your
salary

44.

The range of salaries paid to instructors in your institution.

45.

The top salary available to instructors compared to similar
positions in other fields.
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Your salary compared to that of
people with similar training in
other professions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

47.

The amount of your salary.

1

2

3

4

5

6

48.

The earning potential of the fac ul ty
compared to that of the administration.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The level of understanding that your
superiors and you have of each other.

1

2

3

4

5

6

On-the-job supervision given by
your superior.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Competence of your superior to give
leadership.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Personal encouragement given by
your superior.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The willingness of your superior
to delegate authority.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Authority delegated compared to
duties delegated.

1

2

3

4

5

5

Counsel and guidance given by
your superiors.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

46.

49.

SUPERVISION

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

The initiation of innovations by
your superiors.

57.

The fairness of your superiors.

58.

The sensitivity of your superiors
to your needs.

59.

The consistency of your superiors.

60.

Specific on-the-job training offered
by your superior.

THE WORK ITSELF
61.

Work and association with collegeage students.

1

113

62.

The interesting and challenging
aspects of teaching.

63.

The general type of work you do.

64.

Your level of enthusiasm about
teaching.

123456
123456
123456

WORKING CONDITIONS
The number of classes or groups for
which you are responsible.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The number of hours you work each
week.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Your work schedule compared to that
of similar positions in other
fields.

1

2

3

4

5

6

68.

Your office facilities.

1

2

3

4

5

6

69.

The adequacy of instructional
equipment.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The number of course preparations
requi red

1

2

3

4

5

6

Your work schedule compared to
those of your co-workers.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Consider all aspects of your job as
an instructor and indicate your
overall level of job satisfaction
or dissatisfaction.

1

2

3

4

5

6

65.

66.

67.

72.

70.

.

71.

APPENDIX

B

Sample Correspondence
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SAMPLE LETTER TO ACADEMIC DEANS

Berkshire Community College
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

January, 1980

Dean of Academic Affairs

Dear

My sabbatical leave will be starting at the end of this
week, and after Friday I shall not be on campus with any
regularity. When you have had a chance to compile the list
of faculty who have taught on your campus for 10 years or
more,, would you be so kind as to send it to me at my home
address:
Box 639

Stockbridge, MA

01262

Your gracious willingness to help me with my doctoral
work by letting me have this information is encouraging and
heart-warming, and I thank you most sincerely for it.

With all best wishes for the coming semester.
Yours sincerely.

Michael C. T. Brookes
Chairperson
Humanities Division
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SAMPLE LETTER CONFIRMING INTERVIEW

Berkshire Community College
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Dear Professor;

Thank you so much for agreeing to make some time available to me to help with my study.
I enclose the survey form
I mentioned when we talked and would be grateful if you will
complete it before we meet. The survey will give you an
idea of the kinds of things I am interested in discussing
with you.
I

(day)

a.m./p.m. on

look forward to seeing you at
(date)

in

.

Yours very sincerely,

Michael

Enclosure

C.

T.

Brookes

APPENDIX C
INSTITUTIONS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

Berkshire Community College
Pittsfield, Massachusetts

Massachusetts Bay Community College

Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts

'

North Shore Community College
Beverly, Massachusetts

Quinsigamond Community College
Worcester, Massachusetts

Springfield Technical Community College
Springfield, Massachusetts
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